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Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) and Maritime surveillance

- Maritime surveillance: one of the three pillars to developing IMP for European Union
  “Governance-Surveillance-Knowledge”

- Maritime surveillance: an integrating factor thanks to specific responsibility of MS
Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP)
and Maritime surveillance

- Maritime surveillance: a growing challenge for the future.

- Maritime surveillance optimization for Europe: a long term goal, a multiple ways process.

- Maritime surveillance: not a European bounded issue, but a global one, a worldwide one.
The pilot projects sponsored by EU Commission

- *Political* projects

- Cooperation *catalysts*
  
  internal AND external

- Dedicated to and
  
  Implemented by
  
  the *actual actors*
  
  in Maritime Surveillance
THE PILOT PROJECT  
BLUEMASSMED
main features

- Clear choice of one vector for cooperation
  
  information sharing

- Coherence needed (within Europe)
  
  with all current initiatives and processes
  (civil/military, sectoral, agencies, EU/wider…)
  and all projects in development (EU agencies, industrial, …)

- Technical demonstration
  
  for feasibility, confidence building, and future projection

http://www.bluemassmed.net/
The partners (more than 32 from 6 MS)
Project Management and Structure

- Lead Partner / Project Management Team
- National Coordinators
- Steering Group
- Working Groups
- Coordination

- More than 250 participants to the project
  http://www.bluemassmed.net/
BMM Project state of play

USERs group > Common understanding on data
Areas of expanded information sharing
BMM operational view

LEGAL group > Green/orange/red light on exchange

TECH group > Users requirements translated into technical requirements
Architectural prospective features for the future
BMM Project way ahead

PROCEEDING TO

elaborating a common maritime picture
interfacing partners maritime surveillance information systems
contributing to European CISE

Call for industry tenders placed Summer 2010
Content: organization and architecture study, partners systems network demonstrator, preparation of demo
Events Summer/End 2011: wide invitations to attend
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